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By Barbara Michaels, Elizabeth Peters

HarperCollins Publishers Inc. Paperback / softback. Book
Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Houses of Stone, Barbara Michaels,
Elizabeth Peters, When young professor of English Karen
Holloway happens on a privately printed volume of verse dating
from the early nineteenth century, it's all in a day's work. But
when a battered manuscript bearing the same mysterious
attribution, "Ismene, " turns up, Karen realizes that it is an
important discovery that could be the making of her academic
career. Karen immerses herself in a headlong search for the true
identity of the unknown author, tracking the provenance of the
manuscript to Virginia's historic Tidewater region. She is not
alone in her quest; academic rivals shadow her steps, trying to
gain possession of the valuable manuscript, and the locals are
more inquisitive about her activities than seems natural.
Fortunately, Karen has the help of her eccentric and able
mentor, Peggy, whose historical expertise proves to be
invaluable. And, as she painstakingly deciphers the crabbed,
charred pages, she begins to wonder whether she has the
assistance of Ismene herself. Is the tale of Gothic horror that
Ismene tells not a novel but a memoir, the very possession of
which may jeopardize Karen's life? Ismene's legacy...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication may be really worth a go through, and a lot better than other. It really is writter in simple terms and
never difficult to understand. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Na ta lie Abbott-- Na ta lie Abbott

This book will not be simple to get going on reading but extremely exciting to read through. Yes, it can be play, still an
interesting and amazing literature. I am very easily could possibly get a delight of reading a written book.
-- Rene O lson-- Rene O lson
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